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Gang Warily
Alternative Natural Recreational Greenspace

The objective of this project is to provide a site for 
local residents and visitors to use for informal recrea-
tion, including dog walking, close to the network of 
public rights of way network and peoples homes, to 
de�ect visits to the highly sensitive New Forest 
Natura 2000 sites.

It aims to provide a surfaced walking route  and 
opportunities for dog walkers to allow dogs o� 
leads, areas of open spaces for ball games, with 
some speci�c dog activity items, arranged alongside 
a footpath as a trail.

Existing vegetation will continue to be managed in 
the same way: an annual meadow cut and maintain-
ing the well trimmed perimeter hedge, together 
with mowing out ball game areas  and path routes  
during the spring and summer.  Much of the existing 
planting is immature, and will continue to develop 
over the medium term. 
A new pond/wetland area is proposed to further 
enhance biodiversity, water being an extremely 
valuable asset to wildlife.

New planting will consist of new large species trees 
(to compensate for several large Ash), and additional 
blocks of woodland edge and scrub species will be 
used to diversify the existing �ora.

Much of the western edge of the site will become 
inaccessible to humans and dogs , in order to 
conserve the existing richest and diverse parts of the 
site. (and prevent access through the boundary 
vegetation to a steep drop into water) Simple post 
and wire stock fencing will be used as a low key, 
familiar boundary.

Dog activity items: weave posts, hurdles, tunnel and 
ramp,  are located alongside paths on the highest 
point of the site, and takes advantage of the existing 
planting and mounds to provide enclosure that will 
continue to mature, eventually providing shade. 
The structures will be constructed using suitable 
timber and are intended to encourage bonding 
between owners and their pets, to strengthen 
control . 
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SPACES FOR PEOPLE AND WILDLIFE

Maintain existing mown access to manage hedge

Existing scrub and young trees

Existing mature trees

Existing hedge

Existing dry ditch

Existing wet ditch

Existing Bank

Existing bunds (remnant golf feature)

Location of previous green (remnant golf feature)

Existing contour

Proposed amenity cut grass

Proposed mown path

Proposed timber edged

Proposed seating

Proposed interpretation signage

Proposed waste bins

Proposed stock fence

Proposed dog activity items

Proposed meadow cut areas

Proposed inaccessible area

Proposed  mixed native hedge and shrubs

Proposed new bridge

Proposed community orchard

Proposed standard tree planting

Proposed hibernacula

Water Trough:
Anti vandal, self �lling 20 gallon concrete trough
Connect to new pipework from existing water supply

Proposed location for community orchard
(undertaken by others)

Nominal locations for seats
Seating supplied by others, set in ground on hoggin base 

Inaccessible areas:
post and wire mesh stock proof fence
with metal �eld gates 3.5m wide

New compound:
Anti climb mesh fence and gates, 1.8m high

Access:
Radar operated metal kissing gate
3.5m wide metal �eld gate
Furniture:
Waste bin
Interpretation signage
Water trough

REVISIONS
Footpath layout
Amenity cut grass areas

North 

0m 25m 50m 100m

1:500

5m 10m 15m 20m

KEY

3m wide hoggin paths:
Located to use existing desire lines and contours,
any gradients to be  approximately 1:14

New  bridge: Set on raised ground (from pond creation)
to create a sense of drama from which long and rare 
views to the south will become prominent.
Bridge will be timber decked with non-slip inserts, 
with decorative hand rails to each side, extended to protect 
steeper fall into ditch and to bound new space.
New surface to match footpath, but edged with �ush set 
kerb detail , see 15-FA1-09 Bridge detail   

Example: timber decked bridge with extended decorative handrails 

New wetland/pond:
Regrade land to form water retention area with 
maximum standing water depth of 0.5m. 
Connected by  a new piped in�ow from end of ditch, 
diverting existing pipework to inspection chamber. 
Provide new outfall from pond to existing surface water drain at 
base of hedge.              
Form new bund to rear, using cut material, to prevent �ooding over 
to adjacent lower levels, form smooth, �owing contours.
Form shallow scrapes no deeper than 0.5m.

Reinstate dry grassland with species rich seed mix
Sow wetland with a suitable tussocky grass mix
Plant mixed native shrubs and trees on new bund 

Dog Activity Items: Simple, robust timber features arranged 
along side the footpath as a trail.
Signage provides suggestions of how to use each item.

New Access arrangement:
Replace existing stock fence section with post and rail fence
to enable timber stepped access and graded, zigzag ramp
Radar operated metal kissing gate
Minor vegetation removal
Furniture:
Waste bin
Interpretation signage

Dog Activity:
Hurdles, 15-FA1-04v1
Set into grass sward on level ground

Dog Activity:
Log Wall, 15-FA1-05v1 
Set into 3x9m timber edged
hoggin, as footpath construction

Dog Activity:
Tunnel and Ramp, 15-FA1-06v1
Set into 5x5m timber edged
hoggin, as footpath construction

Dog Activity:
Weave posts 15-FA1-04v1
Set into grass sward on level ground

2m wide no edged path

3m wide no edged path

3m wide no edged path


